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the day is finally here! greg heffley is going to middle school for the first time - and he's about to learn the importance of rules. for greg, this is just an exciting change of pace - until he realizes that
the kids at his new school are way cuter than any of the other kids at his old middle school. then, when his parents discover that he has a crush on his cousin, it looks like greg's summer vacation
might be just a bit more interesting than he'd originally hoped for.. when greg heffley finds out that it is his freshman year of middle school, he is more than excited to start his new adventure.
having been at the same school since kindergarten, greg wasn't quite sure what to expect when he started in the fourth grade, but there's one aspect of middle school that he just knows he doesn't
want: mr. rottenface, the school bully! greg heffley is going to middle school for the first time, but he's not sure how he's going to cope with the changes - including a new student who's already a
runaway from his last school. and when he learns that mr. rottenface - the school bully - is back, greg knows that things are not going to be easy in middle school. but it's nothing he can't handle.. in
diary of a wimpy kid (2010 film), greg seems like a normal kid just trying to survive middle school. the only bad things he does was lying to his mother and breaking rowley's arm however he shows
a lot more remorse for his actions than the previous adaptations when in fact rowley is the unlikeable one, not standing up for his friend when one of his fans punches him in the face and getting
shoved to the ground by a girl and also pretty much steals zoo-wee mama! from greg. despite rowley's awful treatment, greg still gives up his school reputation just for him.
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